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Hi Alan,
Thank you for the update. There are some items that need to be addressed in regards to the production pits and skim
pit. Some of them are administrative and some are items on the ground.
1. Pit permits were issued for both the Rothrock 1 and Kindt 1 locations, but those pits were never transferred when
the Change of Operator paperwork was filed. Please submit a Form 10 Change of Operator for two pits in the
COGCC database: Facility ID 117928 Rothrock 1, and Facility ID 117932 Kindt 1. This will change the record to
reflect that Chaco Energy is owner of the pits in addition to the Wells and the Locations. Please submit the Form
10 within 30 days (by October 8, 2016).
2. The skim tank at the Rothrock 1 location is a tinhorn, or unlined culvert. This is considered an unlined skim pit
and must be closed and replaced with either a skim pit that is lined and permitted in accordance with current
COGCC Rules 903 and 904, or the skim pit can be closed and replaced with an enclosed skim tank. Please
submit a Form 27 Site Investigation and Remediation Workplan in accordance with Rule 905.b. within 30 days (by
October 8, 2016) for the skim pit closure. The Form 27 should include a plan for handling oily waste excavated
during the skim pit closure, a soil sampling program to verify removal of impact, and a plan for replacement of the
skim pit.
Please feel free to call me with any questions about the above requirements.
Regards,
Rick
Richard Allison, P.G.
Environmental Protection Specialist, Northeast Colorado
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c: Pit Facility ID #s 117928 & 117932, Location ID #317501  CORRESPONDENCE
On Wed, Sep 7, 2016 at 1:42 PM, Alan Nelson <chaco@swbell.net> wrote:
Cleaning up remaining stained soil today, will prepare for land farming. Addressing other issues with pumper, Mark
Brown.

